Productivity Software Solutions
Case Study

PRINT NW leverages integrated
EFI™ workflow for streamlined
business and production
management
Challenge:
When Troy Olsen took over the role as systems
manager at PRINT NW five years ago, he was tasked
with ensuring that the company was getting the
most out of its investments in MIS and other software
systems. He discovered that the EFI Pace™ MIS the
company used had not been fully implemented. “I
wanted to get up to speed quickly on what we could
achieve with Pace,” he says. His vision was to develop a
seamless, end-to-end workflow that reduced costs and
improved cycle time to ensure continuing competitive
advantage.
Olsen began working to optimize its workflow,
upgrading his Pace MIS into a complete EFI Midmarket
Productivity Suite, with a plan to migrate Web-to-Print/
eCommerce operations to EFI Digital StoreFront®
software. Olsen also began integrating PRINT NW’s
workflow with the EFI Fiery® software and digital front
ends (DFEs) the company uses for digital printing.

Solution:
Training was one important way for Olsen to reach
his goal. “I attended the EFI Connect users group
conference,” Olsen says, “and I learned a great deal
about EFI Pace and all of the other EFI products that
could enhance our overall productivity. I was on a
mission to use the tools that we had paid for and to
embrace the technology we already had in place,
and then to augment it to ensure that we stayed as
competitive as possible.”

“Because of the eﬃcient, integrated
workflow we have with the Productivity
Suite, we are already able to process
double the work with the same number of
people while achieving better turnaround
times.”
TROY OLSEN, SYSTEMS MANAGER
PRINT NW

PRINT NW is the largest commercial
printer in the South Puget Sound
area according to the Puget Sound
Business Journal, and also is among
the largest in Washington State. The
company began as an offset print
operation, adding large format printing
in 2006, small format digital printing
in 2007, and bringing direct mailing
services in house in 2011. Owners
Jeffery Beardemphl, Ned Witting
and Jeff Stallings have put together
a dynamic and growing operation
thanks to industry diversification, a
terrific workforce, forward thinking
technology investments, and a blend
of employee experience and energy.
Since it opened in 2001, PRINT NW
has focused on adapting and listening
to its client’s needs. Staff at the
165-employee business are adamant
about employing competitive
market strategies, and improving
manufacturing function and form.
As a result, PRINT NW constantly
develops new products and services
to meet customer-changing needs.
Although founded as an offset
commercial printer and bindery, the
company has evolved to be a multichannel manufacturing enterprise.
Offering a wide range of products with
an emphasis on high-quality, accurate
imaging, PRINT NW profiles all of its
print devices to G7 standards, ensuring
that all items will match regardless
of whether they are produced using
offset, digital or wide format.
9914 32nd Avenue South
Lakewood WA 98499
+1.253.284.2300
www.PrintNW.rocks
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PRINT NW has a robust production environment that consists of a pair
of six-color, 40” Komori offset presses, Canon 7010 printers and several
Konica Minolta bizhub presses. The company’s inkjet graphics offering
includes a 2m-wide EFI VUTEk® QS series hybrid roll/flatbed UV inkjet
printer. To meet growing demand, last year PRINT NW also installed
a 3.2m-wide VUTEk GS3250LX Pro hybrid inkjet printer, featuring
greener, energy-efficient “cool cure” LED curing that allows for greater
color consistency on an expanded range of substrates. The company’s
Canon and Konica Minolta digital presses use EFI Fiery DFEs, while the
company’s EFI VUTEk digital inkjet printers use Fiery XF software.
By working to integrate operations, PRINT NW has improved its service
offering in a way that helped the company achieve faster growth. This
has resulted in major operational changes that reflect Olsen’s embrace
of automation and the support of company leadership. “We have been
able to more fully embrace our customers and give them better tools
to do their jobs,” says Olsen, “reducing clicks and touches for them and
for us.”

Results:
“We started by updating Pace,” Olsen says. “Its customization features
and application programming interfaces make it relatively easy to
automate processes, define new fields and objects, create our own
XML forms and connect to other systems. That openness has helped
speed us toward achieving our vision.”
A key aspect of PRINT NW’s workflow is the use of Pace Scheduler.
“It has been a pivotal part of what we have been able to accomplish,”
according to Olsen. “Before, it was too easy for things to fall off the
radar, or too difficult to get a good overview of exactly how jobs
were being managed throughout the plant. We couldn’t capture data
from the operator’s perspective, easily do cost analyses, or see cost
versus estimate in a holistic way. Now we have great visibility into the
process with real-time data that helps us manage the business much
more effectively and ensures we are meeting our on-time delivery
promises.”
Pace Scheduler is essential to PRINT NW keeping up its print volumes
up – the amount of work the company does would be next to
impossible to manage with a manual scheduling board. “Besides,” he
says, “with the speed of our business today, by the time I could put a
job on a manual board, it is likely already produced.”

Efficient eCommerce Workflow
PRINT NW is in the process of converting its eCommerce presence
to EFI Digital StoreFront. “We were particularly interested in doing
this because of its integration with Pace,” says Olsen. “We have close
to 100 branded storefronts with thousands of users, and we process
about 100 eCommerce orders per day, integration is critical.”

PRINT NW team members rely on their Productivity Suite workflow to meet or beat deadlines. Pace Scheduler software in PRINT NW’s workflow, has
been a pivotal part of what we have been able to accomplish,” according to Troy Olsen. “Before, it was too easy for things to fall off the radar.”

Not only has the company increased its volume of online orders,
those orders progress through the plant faster thanks to Digital
StoreFront’s integration in the Pace Productivity Suite. Jobs entered
through Digital StoreFront are able to bypass PRINT NW’s customer
service representatives altogether, proceed through job ticketing and
scheduling in Pace and go directly to press operators.
For digital printing jobs, “We are working toward a full end-to-end EFI
solution, from eCommerce and MIS through integration of all of our
Fiery DFEs into a seamless EFI workflow,” Olsen says. “The ultimate
goal is to have the orders flow directly to the Fiery DFE, with the
operator only needing to release the jobs, eliminating the need to pull
them into Fiery server and do the Fiery set-up.”
Some of PRINT NW’s eCommerce work involves analog and digital
print components. And in those cases, Pace excels at managing the
complexities of the job. “We can have several inventory items, a
variable print component like a business card as well as items that are
printed from a static file or an inventory item like lanyards or t-shirts,”
says Olsen. “There also might be offset, digital and wide format
components all within a single order. Pace coordinates the complex
order. All components or products are tied to an item template and an
estimate from Pace that configures the job for production.”

“Now, with Digital StoreFront,
our eCommerce orders will
flow directly into Pace and
be scheduled immediately.
Operators will see those
orders come in by the
minute and produce them
without any involvement
from our CSRs.”
TROY OLSEN, SYSTEMS MANAGER
PRINT NW

The Digital StoreFront component of PRINT NW’s workflow simplifies
the process for customers as well. “It is convenient for our customers
to be able to purchase all of these items from a single interface,” says
Olsen.
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Committed to technology and continuous improvement
PRINT NW excels with its workflow and Olsen knows that the company
management’s belief in providing the best service to customers is a big reason why.
“Our ownership has embraced this technology and committed to the resources to do
it right,” Olsen says. “You can’t really have someone administering your MIS and other
systems while having to do a whole bunch of other jobs. This is my full-time job, and
I have an IT team that is committed to it as well. We are able to put in the required
time and effort, and make changes on a daily basis – adjusting, adapting, working
with our production managers to provide them with technology and tools.”
Working with EFI to create ensure the best results by taking a big picture view of the
workflow and future needs is important as well. “This is a movie, not a snapshot,”
Olsen explains. “It is a system that is continually changing as our needs and
requirements, and those of our customers, change.”
Once that “movie” started playing with the company’s Midmarket Productivity Suite
in place, PRINT NW managers were excited about what they saw. Olsen’s team
programmed a number of queries into the system that provided his team with data
it uses to create customized quarterly, monthly and weekly reports for managers.
By managing processes and tracking and analyzing data, the company’s managers
found that they could not only do more with the same production resources, they
could reduce expenses in ways that keep the company highly competitive in the
marketplace.
“The data and reporting help our managers make informed decisions,” Olsen says,
“so we continue to reduce waste and costs, passing some of those savings on to
our customers. And while we had an eCommerce system before with a number of
customer storefronts established, we believe the Digital StoreFront integration into
the overall EFI workflow will offer significantly improved productivity.”

EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most
automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to
succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.
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